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Coffee Break Collection #32 -- WILDERNESS

1. Great Appalachian Trail from New Hampshire to the Carolinas by Benton McKay, read by Colleen McMahon
2. The Modern Babes in the Wood (Ch 2) by Henry Perry Smith, read by KevinS
3. Letters from Switzerland and Travels in Italy by Anonymous, read by Craig Campbell
4. Call of the Wild Answered by William MacMillan, read by William Allan Jones
5. The Child's Realm by Liberty Hyde Bailey, read by Dave Aery
6. From Télé to Oudiabé, (70 miles) by Joseph Joffre, read by Sonia
7. The Iceberg (Ch. 12) from The Frozen Deep by Wilkie Collins, read by Joanna Schreck
8. Inversnaid by Herbert Müller Hopkins, read by Patrick Wallace
10. excerpt from The Minstrel, read by Craig Campbell
11. The Nameless Creek by William Henry Harrison Murray, read by Michele Fry
12. Ch. 1 of Mount Rainier, a Record of Explorations by George Vancouver, read by William Allan Jones
13. Running The Rapids by William Henry Harrison Murray, read by Michele Fry
14. The Solitudes of Nature (excerpt) by William Rounseville Alger, read by Craig Campbell
15. The Song of the Waters by William Murray Graydon, read by Sonia
16. The Stickeen River by John Muir, read by Phil Schempf
17. The West by Francis S. Borton, read by Newgatenovelist
18. The Wilderness - Why I Go There by William Henry Harrison Murray, read by Michele Fry
19. Wilderness by Carl Sandburg, read by Vianne Bozza
20. The Wild North Land (Ch. 5) by William Allen Butler, read by Larry Wilson
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